
WALL™

SELF-ADHESIVE SOLID WOOD WALL COVERING
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Produx concept & services AG offers 

you a comprehensive and DIY-tested 

wall covering range. All products can 

be packaged individually as a private label. 

The self-adhesive wood wall coverings are 

solid pine boards. The wood is thermally 

modified to keep it particularly stable in 

terms of its shape. The the front side features 

different surface structures and is then finally 

treated in various colours. The structures and 

colours can be combined with one another. 

The the back side has been fitted with three 

strips of extra sticky double-sided adhesive 

strips during the production process. 

Surface: Saw cut with C20 light 
grey paint application

Surface: Brushed with C16 sky 
blue paint application

Surface: Chopped with C32 
hazel brown paint application

Surface: Brushed with C31 
white paint application with 
a flaky look

PRODUCT FEATURES

PX WALL offers you a wide range of looks and structures. While 

the backing material is always made from thermally treated pine, 

the surfaces are treated differently to one another and prepared 

elaborately by hand. After the mechanical structure is generated with 

techniques such as brushing, chopping or sawing, the product is 

finally treated in a high-quality water-based paint. Be inspired and 

give your home an unmistakable look.
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES AND INTERIOR SETTINGS OF  
SELF-ADHESIVE WOOD WALL COVERINGS

  A NATURAL WALL COVERING WITH CHARACTER

  AUTHENTIC VINTAGE SURFACES

  EASY TO INSTALL

  PEEL AND STICK INSTALLATION

  FOR REAL, STRUCTURED PINE WOOD

  LIGHT AND EASY TO TRANSPORT

  SHAPE STABILITY THANKS TO THERMAL TREATMENT

  NON-TOXIC, NO SMELL

C28 white finely flakyC32 hazel brown chopped

SIMPLY STICK ON 

The back side has been fitted with three strips of extra sticky 

double-sided adhesive tape at the factory.
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SELF-ADHESIVE WOOD WALL COVERINGS
COLLECTION

C32 hazel brown chopped

C28 white finely flaky

C31 white roughly flaky

C04 pebble grey brushed

C19 saw cut silver grey

C35 off white roughly brushed

C20 saw cut light grey

C18 saw cut sand

C02 white brushed

C06 brown brushed

C22 saw cut dark brown

C16 sky blue brushed

C07 wenge brushed

C13 dark green brushed

C17 leaf green brushed

C27 saw cut dark grey

C15 dark blue brushed

C14 yellow brushed

Information without guarantee, subject to errors and technical changes
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SELF-ADHESIVE WOOD WALL COVERINGS
ARTICLE LIST

COLOUR STRUCTURE
CONTENT
[M2]

PACKAGES 
PER PALLET

PALLETS 
PER 20' GP 
CONTAINER

PALLETS 
PER 40' GP 
CONTAINER

C02 - White Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C31 - White Roughly flaky 1,584 112 20 42

C20 - Light grey Saw cut 1,584 112 20 42

C07 - Wenge Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C15 - Dark blue Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C13 - Dark green Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C35 - Off white Roughly brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C18 - Sand Saw cut 1,584 112 20 42

C19 - Silver grey Saw cut 1,584 112 20 42

C28 - White Finely flaky 1,584 112 20 42

C06 - Brown Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C04 - Pebble grey Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C32 - Hazel brown Chopped 1,584 112 20 42

C22 - Dark brown Saw cut 1,584 112 20 42

C27 - Dark grey Saw cut 1,584 112 20 42

C16 - Sky blue Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C17 - Leaf green Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

C14 - Yellow Brushed 1,584 112 20 42

Information without guarantee, subject to errors and technical changes

SELF-ADHESIVE WOOD WALL COVERINGS
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

PX WALL – THE BEST DECISION
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a)  In the case of walls with mineral 
fi nishes, the surface must fi rst be 
sanded down if the adhesiveness is not 
suffi  cient.

c)  Supports made from wood and 
materials derived from wood must 
be sanded down prior to assembly 
(using 80-grit sandpaper).

b)  It is possible to fi t a wooden 
support tile to plastered walls in order 
to improve adhesiveness.

The level of adhesiveness of the adhesive wall tiles varies depending on the 
surface of the wall:

3. Remove all electrical appliances e.g. socket covers and turn off  the electricity supply 
during assembly, to avert any risk of electrocution.

4. Make sure that the walls that you are going to stick the tiles onto are straight, dry and 
free of dirt, dust, wallpaper, nails and other unwanted objects.

5. Clean the walls that you are going to stick the tiles onto with a dry cloth. Do not use 
cleaning products, as these may reduce the adhesiveness of the wall tiles.

6. Always wear protective clothing and use the prescribed protective equipment  during 
assembly.

d)  Walls that are painted or coated 
with primer must be completely dry 
and be sanded down (using 80-grit 
sandpaper) prior to assembly.
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WALL
Assembly instructions “Adhesive wall tiles”

Thank you for your purchase! It is important that you read the notes in this manual before 
installing these adhesive wall tiles. Failure to comply with the conditions stated herein will 
result in the warranty being null and void. Any damage to the product must immediately 
be made known at the point of sale, prior to assembly. The adhesive wall tiles are a natural 
product: consequently, any cracks, knots, spots of resin, variations in colour and vertical or 
horizontal deformations are not valid grounds for claims.

Important notes

The adhesive wall tiles are made of solid wood. This is why the grain of the wood diff ers 
from one wall tile to the next, and diff erent shades of colour are normal. Wood reacts to 
ambient humidity: if there is a lot of humidity in the air, the wall tiles expand, and  when 
the conditions are dry, they contract, as regards both width and thickness. This may cause 
cracks on the surfaces or at the grooves at the transitions, depending on the assembly. Each 
wall tile is a unique piece, and when the diff erent tiles are put together, the result is truly 
authentic, giving your wall a distinctly ‘vintage’ look.
• The adhesive wall tiles can only be used on walls that are in heated interiors.
• The adhesive wall tiles cannot be used in areas where the temperature is sometimes 

very high (> 50 °C), such as near a chimney or in a sauna.
• The adhesive wall tiles can only be used in rooms in which the average humidity level 

is 40-65 % humidity relative to the air; this means that they cannot be located in wet 
areas such as bathrooms.

• The adhesive wall tiles cannot withstand freezing temperatures. A minimum tempera-
ture of 15 °C must be maintained.

The above conditions also apply regarding storage of the wall tiles, whether they are in their 
packaging or not.
• For a homogeneous result, during assembly you should mix together tiles from all 

boxes that have been fortuitously purchased.
• The wall tiles should be left for at least 48 hrs in the room in which you intend to put 

them up, in their original packaging, for acclimatization purposes.

Required equipment and preparation

1. The stages of assembly depend on 
the laying pattern chosen. Prior to assem-
bly, sketch the pattern you want to see on 
your wall on a piece of paper, and work 
out how many wall tiles you need. Allow 
roughly 10% more tiles for the sections 
requiring cutting.

2. Test how well the tiles stick
to the wall for a few days before 
completely covering the wall with 
tiles.
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MIXED LOADS

Products can be combined as mixed loads as follows:

– Full DAP container: 20’ or 40’ container 

– Full pallets of one variety, from the Europe warehouse

– Full mixed pallets with 2 – 6 different colours, from the Europe 

warehouse

SELF-ADHESIVE WOOD WALL COVERINGS  
LOGISTICS

SELF-ADHESIVE WOOD WALL COVERINGS  
POINT OF SALES

Choose your ideal POS solution to offer your customers the best 

possible purchase experience. In collaboration with innovative 

developers and producers, PRODUX offers hand-picked and elegant 

customized solutions, to fulfil the specific requirements of every 

single customer. PX WALL solid wood wall coverings are excellently 

suited to a pallet presentation in an open space. For this, we have 

mixed pallets with cartons in a maximum of six different colours. 

All six colours are presented on the displays supplied and ready-to-

assemble in real sample areas. The colours can be determined and 

combined individually.

DIMENSIONS

– Package: 1210 x 137 x 60 mm, 3.3 kg

– Pallet: 122 x 98 x 108 cm, 112 packages, 385 kg

– 20’ GP container: 20 pallets

– 40’ GP container: 42 pallets

PACKAGING EXAMPLE POS MIXED PALLETS

C32 - hazel brown chopped and C22 - dark brown brushed

C06 - brown brushed, C32 - hazel brown chopped and C20 - saw cut light grey

PX WALL packaging

C27 - saw cut dark grey and C16 - sky blue brushed

PX WALL – THE BEST DECISION PX WALL – THE BEST DECISION
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